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Against Torture and Other Cruel Inhuman and Degrading Treatment, 6 represents a watershed in the evolution of U.S. human rights protection. Not only can torturers face civil liability for their abuses under the ATCA and the TVPA, but they also can be jailed for up to twenty years or even receive life imprisonment or the death penalty if their behavior resulted in death. 7 This statute thus expanded U.S. reliance upon universal jurisdiction. International law recognizes five grounds upon which states can base their jurisdiction: Territorial jurisdiction stems from wrongs occurring within a nation's territory; nationality jurisdiction is based on an offender's being a national of the state taking jurisdiction; passive personality jurisdiction occurs when a victim is a national of the state; protective jurisdiction is based on the acts impinging upon important state interests or national security; and universal jurisdiction stems from the notion that some international prohibitions are so important that a violation of them by anyone, anywhere, warrants any nation's taking jurisdiction! This universality principle is the jurisdictional base for nations to prosecute human rights offenders; their violations are such egregious wrongs that their behavior is of every nation's concern.
Although the U.S. criminal law regarding torture represents an important new vehicle for bringing human rights offenders to justice, it is a natural evolution of the existing international and domestic criminal law. Unlike the early human rights conventions, more recent treaties contain specific provisions requiring prosecution or extradition of offenders within their borders, 9 Both international treaty and customary law recognize many human rights norms as conferring universal jurisdiction. Likewise, U.S. statutes increasingly have provided for national criminal jurisdiction in areas connected to human rights, such as terrorism and hostage taking.' 0 In addition to the traditional territorial base, judicial decisions have recognized nationality, universality, and passive personality jurisdictional bases in a criminal context. The courts also have given great leeway in cases involving forcible abduction of defendants in other countries and have denied many constitutional protections to alien [Vol. 107: 191
defendants." Together, these developments indicate a growing U.S. assertiveness and recognition of its international obligations in the criminal jurisdictional sphere. Not surprisingly, these changes have had their critics. Scholarly literature in particular has questioned the judicial acceptance of forcible abduction and denial of rights to defendants abroad.' 2 Many scholars have discussed how far national criminal jurisdiction should reach, with particular exploration of nationality, passive personality, and universal jurisdiction.'
3 Despite all of this commentary, no systematic analysis of national criminal jurisdiction over human rights violators has occurred This Note aims to fill that gap by tracing the development of national criminal jurisdiction in international human rights law and its manifestation in U.S. law. It advocates an expanded statutory regime and a systematic approach to prosecution. After considering some of the potential pitfalls of broader criminal jurisdiction over international human rights violations, it recommends statutory and litigative approaches to address them. Part I describes the evolution of international human rights law toward the recognition of national criminal jurisdiction and the United States's implementation of such jurisdiction. Part II analyzes policy reasons for expanding national criminal jurisdiction: the need to enforce universal norms, the limitations of international mechanisms, and the incompleteness of national civil jurisdiction. Part III considers some problems that might result from broader jurisdiction, such as sovereignty and legitimacy concerns, undermining of civil redress mechanisms, ambiguities of scope, and difficulties of accessing prosecution. Part IV suggests statutory criminalization of clearly established international human rights violations and discretionary use of criminal litigation based on a comparative forum conveniens analysis. International criminal jurisdiction, the Note concludes, provides an important mechanism of justice beyond that provided by civil law but should be expanded carefully.
I. DEVELOPMENT OF NATIONAL CRIMINAL JURISDICTION OVER INTERNATIONAL WRONGS
From the early recognition of pirates as enemies of mankind whom any nation had jurisdiction to prosecute, international law has evolved to contain explicit treaty provisions requiring national criminal jurisdiction for particular human rights violations. These provisions represent a shift from post-World War II international criminal law, which provided for much more limited national jurisdiction or no explicit discussion of such jurisdiction. U.S. law gradually has followed this evolution, with the criminalization of torture representing an important expansion. To explore the international basis for U.S. criminal jurisdiction over human rights offenders, this part reviews the growth of national jurisdiction through human rights treaties and custom and discusses the U.S. implementation of these norms in the criminal context.
A. Evolution of International Law
The use of universal jurisdiction in a national criminal context has expanded greatly in the latter half of this century. Traditionally, international law has recognized five bases for national jurisdiction: territoriality, nationality, passive personality, protectiveness, and universality. 4 Until the middle of the twentieth century, however, domestic exercise of criminal jurisdiction was based almost exclusively on territorial grounds. Both public and private international law indicated that criminal law should apply primarily to crimes occurring within a nation's territory. 5 Piracy served as an important exception to this rule and thus as the progenitor of some of the later jurisdictional expansions. 16 Even before the growth of human rights law following World War II, international criminal law and universal jurisdiction existed in the form of piracy prohibitions. Pirates were considered "hostis humanis generis,"'1 7 enemies of mankind, and any nation could take jurisdiction over them. This approach toward piracy, however, did not stem from the expansive views of national criminal jurisdiction embodied in modem treaties. Instead, the peculiar character of piracy probably accounted for its internationalization as a crime; pirates committed offenses on the high seas, which were not within the jurisdiction of any country. ' The conception that some acts occurring within national borders are so unacceptable that they violate international law came with the end of World 16. See BROWNLIE, supra note 8, at 238-49 (describing the expansion ofjurisdictional rules governing pursuit and capture of pirates to cover submarine warfare, blockades, and actions necessary to maintain order on the high seas).
17. Filartiga v. Pena-Irala, 630 F.2d 876, 890 (2d Cir. 1980); see also BROWNLIS, supra note 8, at 238-39.
18. Although pirates entered national territory by boarding a flag ship, this "territory" could then be moved throughout the high seas. If the nation owning the ship were the only one that could assume jurisdiction, pirates could easily escape capture and prosecution by boarding ships far from their home ports and keeping them beyond the reach of the home navies. National criminal jurisdiction over all pirates allowed nations to cooperate in fighting this common scourge. See generally BROWNLIE, supra note 8, at 238-39 (discussing the international regime for maintaining order on the high seas).
19. Aug. 8, 1945, 59 Stat. 1544, 82 U.N.T.S. 279; see also BROWNLIE, supra note 8, at 561-63 (discussing the Charter's war crimes provisions).
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Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide (also known as the Genocide Convention), 20 the international community established crimes against peace, war crimes, crimes against humanity, 2 ' and genocide 2 2 as international crimes. This recognition, however, did not include particularly expansive notions of national jurisdiction over these crimes. The Charter for the International Military Tribunal did not mention national jurisdiction at all, and the Genocide Convention specified two possible places for a trial: the country in which the abuses occurred or an international tribunal. 23 In accord with this limited national jurisdiction, the world community held trials at international tribunals established in Nuremberg and Tokyo. 24 While numerous national prosecutions of German and Japanese war criminals occurred, they did not rest on these international conventions' granting universal jurisdiction.Y For example, 20. Dec. 9, 1948, 78 U.N.T.S. 277 [hereinafter Genocide Conventionl. 21. Crimes against peace, war crimes, and crimes against humanity were recognized in the Charter of the International Military Tribunal, supra note 19, 59 StaL at 1547. 82 U.N.T.S. at 288 The Charter's article 6(a) defines crimes against peace as "planning. preparation, initiation or waging of a war of aggression, or a war in violation of international treaties, agreements or assurances, or participation in a common plan or conspiracy for the accomplishment of any of the foregoing." Id. Article 6(b) defines war crimes as "violations of the laws or customs of war," id., and then details the exact violations included, see id. Crimes against humanity are defined in article 6(c) as "murder, extermination, enslavement, deportation, and other inhumane acts committed against any civilian population, before or dunng the war or perscutions on political, racial or religious grounds ..... Id.
22. See Genocide Convention, supra note 20, at 280. The Convention defines genocide as acts "committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group as such," including killing, causing mental or physical harm, Durposely inflicting unacceptable living conditions on a group, birth prevention, and forcibly transferring children to another group Id It punishes "genocide," "conspiracy to commit genocide," "direct and public incitement to commit genocide." "attempt to commit genocide," and "complicity in genocide." Id.
23. See Genocide Convention, supra note 20, at 280-82. 24. Many of the issues that arose during the Nuremberg and Tokyo tnals-sovereignty, chains of accountability, lack of international structures, psychological pain, appropriate prosecution of massive human rights violations-are unfortunately still salient today. Numerous scholars have extensively grappled with the meaning of these trials in international law. For an excellent discussion of international law concerns arising from the Tokyo trials. ( analyzing the extent to which the Yugoslav tribunal has avoided the four main criticisms of Nuremberg: being a victor's tribunal, cx post facto prosecution, lack of due process, and the absence of appeals).
25. In addition to the international tribunals, the victors held trials either in their occupation zones or under international auspices and directly before their national tribunals Often, the war criminals had injured nationals of the prosecuting state, creating passive personality jurisdiction See JORDAN J PAUST hT AL.
although Israel was able to try Adolph Eichmann for genocide on universal jurisdiction grounds, 26 the initial human rights conventions did not provide explicitly for national jurisdiction over international crimes.
An important step toward an increased national role in policing human rights abuses came in 1956 with the Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade, and Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery. 2 7 This Convention criminalized the "act of conveying or attempting to convey slaves from one country to another by whatever means of transport, or of being accessory thereto . *.".. 28 Article 3 of this Convention required the national criminalization of the slave trade, "effective measures" to prevent mechanisms of trade within the territory of signatories, and international cooperation regarding the commission and prosecution of the slave trade. 29 While this Convention does not indicate that trade occurring within other countries can be punished in a third nation, its provisions suggest that national courts are an appropriate forum for this international crime.
With the International Convention on the Suppression and Punishment of the Crime of Apartheid in 1973,30 the potential role of national courts in prosecuting international crimes expanded once again. The Convention criminalizes apartheid, defining it as certain "inhuman acts committed for the purpose of establishing and maintaining domination by one racial group of persons over any other racial group of persons and systematically oppressing them." '3 ' Articles IV and V of the Convention mandate judicial, legislative, and administrative measures against people committing apartheid in a state regardless of residence or nationality and indicate that any state party with personal jurisdiction can try any person charged. 32 This approach represents a shift toward the international recognition of national criminal universal jurisdiction. Although the Convention does not explicitly mention universal jurisdiction as its basis, this is the only one of the five bases for jurisdiction that would apply to apartheid not specifically tied to the prosecuting nation. 33 The international community's attempt to deal with international terrorism in its various forms during the 1970s provided another extension of these modern conceptions of national criminal jurisdiction. 34 
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In addition to these conventions' codification of national criminal jurisdiction, customary international law now recognizes universal jurisdiction over a broader range of abuses. The primary difficulty in determining the appropriateness of expanding jurisdiction based on customary international law is that it is much more ambiguous than treaty law. Traditionally, customary norms have been defined as the general and consistent practices of nations that they themselves view as legally binding. 42 A mixture of sources is used to determine what falls into this category, including international conventions and other international documents, state behavior, and the work of scholars and jurists." 3 As this Note indicates in its recommendations," clear international consensus of universal jurisdiction exists only with regard to a few norms, most of which are also established through treaties.
B. Limited U.S. Implementation of International Criminal Jurisdiction
U.S. incorporation of this expanded national criminal jurisdiction over severe human rights violations occurring abroad is in its nascent stages. The three branches of the U.S. government together implement its treaty and customary law obligations. When the Senate ratifies treaties and creates implementing statutes, clear legal obligations exist for interpretation by the courts. Because the United States has ratified and executed few human rights treaties, however, most of its recognition of these rights has come through judicial acknowledgment of customary law in civil litigation under the ATCA. 4 s In the implementation of human rights obligations, the primary basis for criminal jurisdiction (when no territoriality or nationality links exist or are legally required) is universal jurisdiction. Basic human rights serve as foundational norms of the international community that transcend national borders. Because these obligations are universal, any state can prosecute their violation.
Although extraterritorial criminal jurisdiction has emerged in a commercial [Vol. 107: 191 context over the course of the twentieth century,' the statutory basis in a human rights context is a product of the last three decades. 47 These statutes criminalizing terrorism and torture remain largely untested in U.S. courts, with only a few cases addressing the extraterritorial reach of antiterrorism criminal legislation. This section explores the current state of the law providing for criminal jurisdiction over human rights, both through explicit statutory protection and through nonstatutory judicial recognition.
Statutory Implementation
Despite its only recent prominence, Congress's criminal codification of universal jurisdiction began almost 200 years ago. In 1819, Congress criminalized piracy, defined it according to the law of nations, made it punishable by death, and applied the law to anyone found in or brought to the United States.4 The basis for this law flowed directly from Article I of the Constitution. 49 It was upheld by the Supreme Court in United States v. Smith. 50 After this early beginning, the year 1974 marked the first time that the U.S. Congress explicitly codified universal jurisdiction in a criminal context related to modem human rights. The Antihijacking Act, 5 ' passed to implement U.S. obligations under the Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Seizure of Aircraft, 52 allowed prosecution of offenders in U.S. custody regardless of where the act occurred or of the nationality of the people involved. 53 By allowing such a jurisdictional approach, Congress for the first time moved well beyond the strict territoriality of criminal law in a context related to human rights. " increased penalties including those with regard to explosives, 6 ' and clarified aircraft piracy jurisdiction.
See
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Little case law interprets the international reach of these statutes; in United States v. Yunis, 63 the D.C. Circuit, however, reinforced the idea that the jurisdictional base of these antiterrorism statutes is divorced from territoriality. In this case, the nationality of two unharmed passengers was the only tie to a U.S. forum, and the court ruled that these Acts provided jurisdiction over the defendant even though he was forcibly brought to U.S. territory." People who have not chosen to enter U.S. territory voluntarily still can be viewed as [Vol. 107: 191 present for jurisdictional purposes, the court held. 6 5 Other cases have explored the meaning of "found in the U.S." and followed the Yunis decision.' Although forcible abduction is a problematic mechanism for exercising jurisdiction, these cases indicate U.S. recognition of jurisdiction beyond traditional territorial grounds. Additional opinions have mentioned the growth of universal jurisdiction 67 and the broad geographic reach intended by the Antihijacking Act.
6
In November 1994, the U.S. Congress moved beyond terrorism to one of the most traditionally repudiated human rights violations: torture. As discussed above, 6 9 Congress implemented its obligations under the Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment by passing a statute that, much like the Hostage Taking Act, provided for jurisdiction based on the nationality of the offender or that person's presence in the forum. Although the statute has not been judicially tested, its explicit jurisdictional grant makes a broad judicial interpretation probable.
Nonstatutory Implications
Since the Supreme Court struck down prosecution based on common law 74 Second, the rule of lenity, which first appeared in sixteenth-century English courts, requires that ambiguity in penal statutes be strictly constructed; this rule similarly aims to ensure fair warning. 75 Third, the principle of legality, derived from Enlightenment thinking, posits that only the legislative branch undergirded by popular sovereignty can criminalize behavior. 76 According to this principle, judge-created crime violates the separation of powers by usurping the legislature's power to make laws as the representative of the people's will. 77 Given these strong bases for requiring statutory criminalization, it thus seems highly unlikely that the United States would prosecute human rights violators simply on the basis of a treaty or customary international law. 76. For a description of the evolution of the principle of legality in the American legal system, see Low ET AL., supra note 74, at 36-45. Low et al. define the principle of legality as "the desirability in principle of advance legislative specification of criminal conduct." Id. at 34 (emphasis omitted). They explain that this Enlightenment conception slowly took hold in the American legal system because it competed against the English common law tradition, which provided for common law crimes. See id. at 36; see also Steven B. Duke, Criminal Procedure Commentary-Legality in tie Second Circuit, 49 BROOK. L. REV. 911, 911 (1983) (describing the retroactivity, void-for-vagueness, and rule of lenity doctrines as supporting the principle of legality).
77. See id. at 36-45. 78. The U.S. codification requirement may actually be somewhat stricter than international law requires. One possible justification for a looser ex post facto requirement was made in the context of the Nuremberg and Tokyo tribunals, amid the controversy over whether they were fairly punishing individuals without prior warning of criminality. Because all people everywhere are prohibited from engaging in these egregious abuses of human rights, it was argued, ex post facto concerns should not arise in these contexts. Offenders should know that violations of these foundational norms are not acceptable and that prosecution of them is possible. For example, this reasoning was used with regard to crimes against peace at the Nuremberg tribunal:
[T]he maxim nullum crimen sine lege is not a limitation of sovereignty, but is in general a principle of justice. To assert that it is unjust to punish those who in defiance of treaties and assurances have attacked neighbouring states without warning is obviously untrue, for in such circumstances the attacker must know that he is doing wrong, and so far from it being unjust to punish him, it would be unjust if his wrong were allowed to go unpunished. In re Goerring, 13 Ann. Dig. 203, 208 (Nuremberg, Int'l Mil. Trib. 1946).
Although the United States regards as a crime the behavior comprising serious human rights violations when it occurs within the United States, this codification is insufficient to create jurisdiction for these abuses abroad. The United States crimrinalizes many of the behaviors that are component parts of human rights abuses through domestic statutes against murder, assault and battery, rape, etc. This existing codification eliminates a concern that criminals might think that the United States would regard their actions as legally permitted despite being morally reprehensible. 79 The courts still would not allow prosecution for these component crimes, however, due to the strong prohibition against applying laws extraterritorially without specific statutory authorization. The previous discussion of prosecution should be distinguished from the U.S. approach to extradition. Although a double criminality requirement exists (the offense must be a crime in both states) in order for extradition to occur,'
Further extending this reasoning, a student note explains that the cx post facto prohibition should not apply to international crimes over which the United States has universal jurisdiction because people committing these crimes have fair warning from the international community. See Eric S. Kobnck 1529-30 (1987) . Kobrick explains that an additional justification for the jurisdiction of the Nuremberg Tribunal is based in the character of international law. Since no international legislature exists, international criminal law originates from a gradual evolution. Applying the cx post facto prohibition would thus thwart the growth of international criminal law. See id. at 1533.
While this reasoning provides some justification for why, as a mauer of international law. prosecution might be acceptable, it does not address the domestic law difficulty. Because the codificauon requirement is so deeply embedded in the U.S. legal system, overcoming the unfairness issue still would not make it part of the written U.S. law.
79 84. See PAUST ET AL., supra note 25, at 328-29 (describing the contours of the U.S double cnminality requirement). The U.S. extradition process involves a preliminary hearing regarding bail, followed by an extradition hearing examining the identity of the offender, whether the charges meet the double criminality requirement, whether probable cause exists, and whether there are any grounds for denying cxtradition. Appeal mechanisms are limited. See id. at 287-95.
the United States has found criminalization of the underlying behavior sufficient to meet the requirement. The Sixth Circuit in particular has recognized another nation's criminal jurisdiction with regard to human rights violations even when no explicit statutory or treaty basis for such jurisdiction exists. In an appeal from an extradition order against John Demjanjuk, for example, whom Israel sought for alleged participation in Nazi genocide, the court accepted Israeli jurisdiction over genocide on universal grounds and U.S. double criminality based on the prohibition of murder. 8 5 Since the Genocide Convention does not provide for universal national jurisdiction, the customary international law prohibition is the only ground upon which the "court could have rested its recognition of Israeli jurisdiction. 6 
II. POLICY REASONS FOR EXPANDING NATIONAL CRIMINAL JURISDICrION
Having traced the evolution of national criminal jurisdiction under international and U.S. law, this Note now turns to an exploration of policy justifications and limitations. In large part, the jurisdictional expansion has resulted from changed views of national sovereignty under human rights doctrine. As international law increasingly has recognized that some norms transcend national borders, governments can no longer lend legitimacy to terrible abuses. 8 7 With this shift, a need for institutional enforcement structures has arisen. The practical limitations of the international system, which lacks accessible, effective judicial forums and enforcement mechanisms, have reinforced the need to use national courts. 8 Together, these developments have changed the conception of national courts' role in the enforcement of international human rights.
This description, however, does not fully capture the complexities of the U.S. approach to punishing human rights offenders and allowing redress for victims. The criminal measures are formed against the backdrop of a well-established civil regime under the ATCA." 9 While criminality adds a dimension of individual accountability that goes beyond civil torts, it also potentially could harm the civil regime. Traditionally, when criminal and civil suits address the same harms, the civil suit is stayed pending the end of the The underlying assumption is that the crimes are offenses against the law of nations or against humanity and that the prosecuting nation is acting for all nations. " If this happens whenever the U.S. government is considering a human rights prosecution, particularly if these criminal measures are not brought rapidly, victims may be less able to gain monetary redress through using the ATCA. On a policy level, therefore, a careful balancing is necessary to ensure that expansion of criminal jurisdiction does not undermine the potentially more effective human rights civil suits. This part and the next one consider the policy justifications for and potential problems of criminal jurisdictional expansion.
A. The Need to Enforce Universal Norms
The previously described evolution of national criminal jurisdiction occurred in the context of changing notions of states' roles within the international community. Traditionally, states governed all activity within their borders. International law was conducted between states and bound them as the primary actors.
9 These sovereign states generally served as the enforcers of international law. 92 In dealing with "enemies of mankind" who violated foundational norms, the nation apprehending them would either prosecute them, or extradite them to another interested nation. 93 Even following World War I, when the first efforts to establish an international criminal tribunal began, prosecutions of war criminals occurred in domestic courts.' With the development of the international human rights regime, state sovereignty diminished. Universal jurisdiction was no longer confined to violations on the high seas, but rather extended to behavior occurring purely within a state's borders. International law began to recognize that some norms were so fundamental that they could not be legally violated anywhere and that all nations had jurisdiction over their violation. jurisdictional rights and enforcement needs that did not exist previously. Since some level of state complicity often underlies severe human rights violations, the state with the greatest number of connections to the violation is not necessarily the best place for prosecution or a place in which prosecution would be likely to occur. 96 The concurrent growth of international commerce has increased the likelihood that any given incident has transnational implications. 9 7 The international system, however, still lacks the institutional capability to enforce its standards.
These developments have created the need for national criminal jurisdiction to enforce human rights norms. In order for human rights protections to have any real meaning, they must be enforced; if violators escape punishment, the prohibitions are merely declaratory. While international resolution of these universal norm violations might be ideal, the limitations of international mechanisms make such an approach unlikely in the foreseeable future. 9 " Given that human rights violations are of a universal character, prosecution in any adequate national judicial forum is acceptable, even if not preferable. Until international mechanisms develop much further or states begin to hold their officials who violate human rights accountable, neutral state prosecution remains one of the only mechanisms for enforcing international norms. Since the international community views fundamental human rights as norms so important that they should be subject to national criminal jurisdiction, nations have an international law basis and obligation to prosecute offenders.
B. Limitations of International Criminal Mechanisms
The need for enforcement of international human rights norms explains why national jurisdiction has grown as international human rights law has developed. Due to the limitations of international institutions, national courts often provide the only effective method of implementation. The International Court of Justice allows only for states to bring claims against other states, greatly limiting the standing of human rights victims and making prosecution 96. In describing reasons that international tribunals could be useful, U.S. Lieutenant Colonel Stevcn Lepper explained that "when the state itself is responsible for the crimes, it may not be appropriate to allow it to prosecute the offenders. [Vol. 107: 191 of individuals impossible. 99 Although international and regional human rights tribunals provide for greater involvement of private actors, they (unlike a national criminal prosecution supported by a police and jail system) have little power to enforce any sort of substantive penalty." There have been some efforts at ad hoc and systematic international criminal prosecution. The International Military Tribunals at Nuremberg and for the Far East provided for adjudication of World War II atrocities, the Yugoslav and Rwandan Tribunals are trying to address the violations in those countries, and a draft statute exists for an international criminal court.' 0 ' As discussed in more detail below, however, none of these efforts has provided a comprehensive solution to criminal prosecution of human rights offenders, and each of them assumes the existence of supplementary national prosecution. Thus national court jurisdiction is necessary to ensure that human rights offenders are prosecuted with enforceable judgments.
The international community first began to discuss international criminal prosecution following World War I. Despite articles of the Treaty of Versailles providing for an ad hoc tribunal to prosecute Kaiser Wilhelm II and other war criminals and the establishment of investigatory committees, no such tribunal was ever established, and prosecutions occurred in national courts. The League of Nations made an effort to create an international criminal tribunal to enforce the 1937 terrorism convention, but it failed with the League. and an American Bar Association task force to develop the framework for such a body, the U.N. General Assembly passed a resolution in 1992 requesting that the ILC provide a draft statute for an international criminal court."°T he creation of the ad hoc Yugoslav and Rwandan Tribunals has helped push forward the international criminal court project. Unlike the post-World War II tribunals constituted through multilateral agreement, -these are truly international tribunals developed through U.N. Security Council Resolutions. The establishment of the Yugoslav Tribunal, especially followed by the United Nation's structural improvements in its creation of the Rwandan tribunal, indicated the international community's institutional capability to create a permanent criminal tribunal." 0 7
Despite the increased optimism and progress that have followed, however, an international criminal court still does not exist. Although a draft statute and report were completed in 1993 and the U.S. Senate called for advancement of such a court, many unsettled issues of substantive reach and procedure remained.' 0 8 An ad hoc committee in 1995 and a preparatory committee in 1996 failed to produce a consolidated draft statute despite their efforts. A 1997-1998 preparatory committee is continuing the project to create a draft.' 0 9 Even assuming that these issues are finally resolved and a court is constituted, the ICC will still have to sort out over time its identity in the international community. Thus, while an international criminal court would help address some of the institutional inadequacies of the international system, it is not clear exactly when such a body will begin to exist and function effectively.
Even when (or if) an international criminal court does come into existence, it will not eliminate the need for national prosecution. For example, although many agree that financial sanctions would be inadequate, imprisonment raises logistical difficulties not found within a national prison and court system."' The proposed International Criminal Court (ICC) thus may not be able to provide a full enforcement of decisions, leaving a gap for national courts with their established criminal enforcement mechanisms to fill. Additionally, the ICC's inherent subject-matter jurisdiction currently includes only aggression, genocide, crimes against humanity, and war crimes;' many severe human rights violations, such as torture, thus are not included directly.
More importantly, the ICC is being formulated to have concurrent jurisdiction with states' courts. The relationship between the ICC and national courts has been characterized by the word "complementarity."
' " 2 Although the precise meaning of this term has been much disputed, it seems to indicate that states should have some say in how the ICC seizes a matter. Further debate has occurred over whether the ICC will have primacy over national courts.' 3 The existence of concern about jurisdictional interaction reinforces that the ICC is not intended to supplant entirely national jurisdiction over international human rights matters.
C. The Incompleteness of National Civil Jurisdiction
At a first view of U.S. law, one might wonder why a criminal human rights regime is even necessary. After all, the civil regime for addressing severe human rights violations is quite well developed. Since 3 ' On the other end of the spectrum, the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act, 2 even with its recent amendment to allow a very limited human rights exception to immunity, 133 has served as a bar to most human rights suits brought directly against foreign states." Even with these obstacles, however, the United States has provided many human rights victims with a forum for civil redress.
Despite the existence of strong civil law remedies in the United States, they cannot and are not meant to play the same role as criminal prosecution. Civil law focuses fundamentally on one person's compensating another for a wrong committed. With the exception of punitive damages (which are more criminal in character), civil law penalties attempt mainly to make the victim whole. 35 Criminal prosecution, in contrast, focuses on punishing the offender rather than on providing the victim with redress. Theorists justify the importance and appropriateness of such punishment on the grounds of retribution, protecting social norms, and enhancing social utility in various ways. 136 Both types of legal sanctions have roles to play in human rights protection. Victims should be able to gain compensation when they have suffered terrible harms. Although no amount of money can make them as they were before, civil damage awards can aid physical and psychological healing. A nation also should be able to acknowledge egregious human rights abuses as offenses against both the international community and its own social order. Criminal punishment serves the role of reinforcing foundational global values and, one would hope, of providing a deterrent. Material compensation of the victim does not indicate fully the destructiveness of human rights violations to the fabric of society or the need to indicate the intolerability of the offender's behavior. Thus, even if human rights violations are offenses against the foundational norms of the international community, neither a civil or criminal remedy alone can address comprehensively all of the damaging aspects. 
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III. POTENTIAL PITFALLS OF BROADER NATIONAL CRIMINAL JURISDICTION
Unfortunately, expanding national criminal jurisdiction has a number of potential downsides. If a criminal act occurs in a country other than the United States, the nation with territorial jurisdiction may claim that U.S. prosecution invades its sovereign control over its territory regardless of the international community's recognition of universal jurisdiction. It may argue that the United States lacks sufficient ties to the wrong to become legitimately involved. Within the United States, an expanding criminal regime may cause massive delays in parallel civil suits, denying already victimized people swift redress. Beyond these structural problems, practical difficulties abound. The appropriate scope of national criminalization is unclear, reflecting the ambiguity of international law. In addition, human rights victims and nongovernmental organizations may face cumbersome bureaucratic hurdles in attempting to convince the government to initiate criminal proceedings. This part explores these difficulties, each of which must be addressed to achieve a comprehensive and effective human rights regime in the United States.
A. Sovereignty and Legitimacy Concerns
Almost all applications of universal jurisdiction conflict with assertions of sovereignty. Except for hypothetical human rights violations that occur in the middle of the high seas on floating pieces of wood that belong to no nation, abuses are committed within the territory of a nation. Given the strength of the territorial principle of jurisdiction, the nation in which the harm occurred usually has some interest in it regardless of whether it is too complicit to provide a fair prosecution. Thus, when a country takes jurisdiction on universal grounds over events occurring in another nation, this grant probably impinges upon the territorial interests of that other country and therefore upon its sovereign realm. Although many human rights abuses, as a matter of international law, provide a basis for universal jurisdiction, they still involve a particular person harming another in a particular place, sometimes with the purpose of promoting a policy objective. Given the four bases of jurisdiction in addition to universal jurisdiction, the jurisdictional ties of some forums to such behavior will be stronger than those of others.' 38 When a nation with weaker ties to the abuse takes jurisdiction, it indicates that it considers itself a more appropriate forum. Unless its reasons for assuming jurisdiction are particularly sound (such as the lack of a more appropriate forum in which the suit might 137 . See generally BROWNLIE, supra note 8, at 287-97 (discussing state sovereignty). 138. See supra text accompanying note 8.
[Vol. 107: 191 proceed), the trial may raise international questions of legitimacy, the universal base for jurisdiction notwithstanding.' 39 All of these issues become particularly acute in the criminal context because, as the Supreme Court indicated in a case involving human rights violations, police power is "peculiarly sovereign in nature."'" One of the most fundamental functions of a state is to make law and punish its breach. When one state interferes with criminal violations of another state's law occurring in that other state, it opens itself to sovereignty and legitimacy criticisms. 4 ' Thus any policy decision to expand jurisdiction must proceed in a way that minimizes sovereignty concerns and maximizes legitimacy.
B. Risk of Undermining the Civil Regime
The comprehensive approach to civil and criminal jurisdiction proposed above will work only if the United States exercises its prosecution power in an expeditious and minimally interfering way. Parallel proceedings can cause many difficulties for both the criminal and the civil suit. A defendant's success in the civil suit may depend on the provision of information that could undermine Fifth, Sixth, and Fourteenth Amendment rights. Meanwhile, the withholding of information to protect those rights in the criminal suit may affect a civil defense adversely. Because the civil and criminal proceedings are likely to be dealing with interrelated issues, holding them simultaneously also might cause inefficiencies and slow down both proceedings.-"
To address these issues, civil suits are often stayed until the ternmination of criminal proceedings. As the Supreme Court said in United States v. Kordel,' 43 "Federal courts have deferred civil proceedings pending the completion of parallel criminal prosecutions when the interests of justice seemed to require such an action, sometimes at the request of the prosecution ... sometimes at the request of the defense."'-In applying this balancing test, courts generally stay civil proceedings when the two suits involve the "same matter" and a "serious offense. Other than where there is specific evidence of agency bad faith or malicious governmental tactics, the strongest case for defemng civil proceedings until after completion of criminal proceedings is where a party under indictment for a senous offense is required to defend a civil
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violations are very serious crimes and would arise out of the same behavior as the parallel ATCA suits, a civil stay seems probable. The nature of human rights violations creates the risk that civil stays could be particularly lengthy and thus burdensome. A prosecutor generally requests a stay when an indictment looks likely. As Alan Tieger, prosecutor at the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia from 1994 to 1996, stated, the investigation in a complex international human rights prosecution probably will be longer than in a domestic criminal one.' 46 First, the scale is typically different; investigators often must address a widespread pattern of abuse. In addition, he indicated that the dispersion of witnesses means that numerous governments may be involved in the production and discovery of evidence. Finally, the offenders may not be in the United States when grand juries indict them, causing further delays. 47 Thus, while a normal delay from a civil stay rarely would last much more than a year, delays in the human rights context could conceivably amount to several years. One can imagine a situation in which the civil suit is stayed pending the resolution of possible prosecution, which is stayed in turn pending the determination of a foreign court or tribunal. Although the criminal mechanism provides an important tool of punishment unavailable under ATCA suits, its expansion could damage the civil law regime by making the completion of such suits more difficult. While international law and the need for completeness suggest the value of an expanded criminal regime, it will increase justice only if it does not reduce opportunities for redress.
C. Ambiguities of International Law
Due to the evolution of international law described in Part I, some human rights treaties provide for national criminal jurisdiction and some do not. While the universality of the prohibition against genocide is as well (or even better) developed in customary international law as the norm against torture, the Torture Convention provides much more extensive jurisdiction than does the Genocide Convention. 48 The U.S. statutory regime reflects this disparity in treaty law. Statutory criminal jurisdiction includes torture, hostage taking, aircraft terrorism and hijacking, but not genocide, war crimes, or crimes [Vol. 107: 191 against humanity.' 4 9 Because explicit congressional authorization is the only viable basis for criminal prosecution, comprehensive and equal justice for victims of these similarly unacceptable atrocities is currently unlikely. In order to expand the U.S. regime with regard to customary international law norms, Congress must try to establish when universal jurisdiction should become part of the criminal code. As discussed further in Section IV.B, the lack of consensus beyond the most clearly established norms conveying universal jurisdiction would make establishing a truly comprehensive schema quite difficult. This lack of consensus stems from difficulties in ascertaining the state of customary international law due to its inherently ambiguous nature. The ATCA civil law regime, which to date is based entirely on customary international law, reflects these difficulties; the courts have yet to develop a precise methodology for determining when norms fall within their reach.' Since determinations of customary international law are based on a compilation of evidence that is highly susceptible to interpretation, an appropriate, comprehensive justice may be limited further by confusion or disagreement about which international criminal law violations deserve national jurisdiction.' 5 '
D. Difficulties of Accessing Prosecution
Assuming that the above problems have been overcome, the nature of prosecution itself provides a further obstacle to obtaining justice in such cases. Unlike a civil suit in which anyone may bring a claim, only representatives of the executive branch (generally U.S. Attorneys) have the authority to prosecute criminals federally.' 5 2 In order to initiate a prosecution against a torturer who happens to be visiting or residing in the United States, people who represent the government must be convinced to bring the case. Even if the government agrees to prosecute, the bureaucratic processes involved may be slower than simply filing a civil suit.' 53 These practical difficulties pose particularly challenging obstacles when the offender is within the United States for only a brief period of time. By the time an indictment is obtained, the offender may be abroad and difficult to bring back to the United States.
149. See supra Section II.B. 150. Scholarly discussion of the requirements for norms under the ATCA tends to take the form of stating the ambiguous international law standards. See, e.g.. STEPHENS & RATNER, supra note 126, at 49-62; see also Osofsky, supra note 42 (manuscript at 11-34) (proposing a framework for approaching new norms in the ATCA context).
151. See PAUST ET AL., supra note 25, at 3-15 (discussing various sources and approaches to international criminal law).
See SANFORD H. KADISH & STEPHEN J. SCHULHOFER, CRIMIINAL LAW AND ITS PROCESSES 1-11
(6th ed. 1995) (describing the initiation of a criminal case).
153. Criminal prosecution generally involves investigation, arrest, possible pre-inal release, plea. tral, and sentencing. For felonies, a grand jury indictment occurs after arrest but before tral. See id.
The experience of human rights advocates in the United Kingdom illustrates this difficulty. Like the United States, the United Kingdom passed a criminal statute implementing its obligations under the Torture Convention. Section 134 of the Criminal Justice Act of 198815' allows a criminal action against a "public official or person acting in official capacity whatever his nationality" for committing torture in the United Kingdom or elsewhere. 55 The main limitation upon proceedings is that they require the consent of the Attorney General for England and Wales, the Attorney General for Northern Ireland, or the Solicitor General, depending on the specific case.' 56 Because of this requirement, any analysis of the U.K. Act, other than of the difficulties in bringing cases under it, is almost entirely theoretical at this time. When General Augusto Pinochet of Chile visited the United Kingdom in 1994, human rights groups requested that the Attorney General prosecute him,1 57 but the government asked for more evidence, and Pinochet left before further steps could be taken. 58 While more attempts to invoke the Act may occur in the future, the fact that this law has remained dormant for nine years despite the efforts of advocates suggests that governmental involvement in the criminal process may greatly limit opportunities for such prosecutions. If the bureaucratic obstacles in the United States are at all similar, even existing statutory regimes with explicit statutory jurisdiction may not lead to extensive prosecution. The paucity of prosecutions to date under the existing laws granting criminal jurisdiction related to human rights may reflect some of these constraints.
IV. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AN INTEGRATED NATIONAL APPROACH
The previous part's discussion of policy issues raises several normative questions: How should the U.S. government approach the prosecution of international human rights crimes? What range of abuses should it codify? When should prosecutors and courts make the discretionary decision to exercise the existing criminal jurisdiction? One answer to these questions, based on realism and sovereignty concerns, is that the United States should do whatever the international community decides. This answer begins with the premise that international law arises through the voluntary agreement of states Although this first answer accurately reflects international law, it effectively sidesteps the normative question. States should follow international law and do have the power to create it, but what approach should they take in subjecting human rights offenders to national criminal jurisdiction? When should they exercise the jurisdiction that international law gives them? The following sections address these foundational questions by proposing that Congress create a statute to criminalize severe human rights violations and that prosecutors follow a comparative forum conveniens approach to exercising their discretion.
A. Comprehensive Criminal Codification
This section proposes that Congress statutorily criminalize well-defined human rights violations over which universal jurisdiction clearly exists internationally. Such an approach is necessary to address the sovereignty and legitimacy concerns detailed above in Section III.A. If a terrible wrong occurring in another country does not actually violate international law and therefore constitute an international crime, the United States would be impinging on another state's internal policing were it to exercise jurisdiction and prosecute. Even when the government in the place of occurrence supports the abuse in question and is unlikely ever to prosecute, the United States has grounds for interference only if a basis for jurisdiction exists. While nationality, passive personality, and protective principle connections to the harm may give the United States additional legitimacy for its claim in some instances, in other circumstances human rights violations occurring abroad do not deserve U.S. criminal jurisdiction unless it is clearly established that they provide a universal jurisdictional basis for prosecution by national courts.
A comparison between civil and criminal jurisdiction further reinforces this point. In a civil trial, the government is a neutral party that simply provides a forum for adjudication and enforcement. When the United States allows suits against foreign human rights violators under the ATCA, it is merely assuring that private parties have a place to determine compensation for wrongs."w In a criminal context, however, the United States is a real party of interest in the suit. The fact that the executive is prosecuting indicates that the harm sufficiently impacts the foundational norms of society to be considered an affront to the United States itself. 6 ' Given this active governmental role, it becomes particularly critical that the issue involved provide a clear basis for governmental involvement based on universal jurisdiction.
What violations fall into this category? Clearly, if an international convention exists in which numerous nations have agreed to national criminal jurisdiction, a right enumerated within the convention provides such a basis. As described earlier, conventions with broad jurisdictional provisions exist with respect to terrorism, torture, slavery and apartheid.
16 2 These violations are thus the most obvious ones to include in a criminal statutory regime.
Even in the context of explicit treaty provisions, however, the United States has not been particularly vigilant. Because the United States ratifies few human rights treaties, it thus far has provided criminal statutes only for torture and a variety of terrorist activities. 63 Its ratification and implementation of the Torture Convention came six years after the United Kingdom's.'6 Hence, U.S. implementation of universal jurisdiction in the human rights realm thus far has lagged behind the international establishment of its appropriateness in the treaty regime. Although recognizing these wrongs is a good start, the United States should be more vigilant about timely ratification of future treaties regarding international human rights criminal violations.
The more difficult dilemma occurs with respect to customary international norms. As a domestic law matter, criminalization should not be controversial since it has a basis in the U.S. Constitution. Article I grants Congress the power to "define and punish ... Offences against the Law of Nations."' 65 Since customary international law is essentially the modem successor to the law of nations, this provision provides clear grounds for statutory authority.
The problems arise from international relations concerns and the difficulty of defining the content of customary international law. To avoid raising sovereignty and legitimacy complaints, a criminal regime must target only those violations that are most clearly accepted in the international community as providing a basis for universal jurisdiction. In another article, I address a similar question with respect to human rights exceptions to foreign sovereign immunity, focusing on four criteria: whether the abuse violates an established legal norm of the international community; whether international recognition of national courts' jurisdiction exists; whether the norm has a clear, 161 . This approach flows naturally from a theory in which punishment aims to protect morality and deter heinous behavior. (Vol. 107: 191 international definition; and whether the norm applies to all states." I conclude that torture, genocide, war crimes, crimes against humanity, slave trade, piracy, and aircraft hijacking and attacks meet these four criteria. These abuses all have been repudiated and clearly defined in international conventions or through consistent state practice over many years.
International scholarship and U.S. policy produce very similar lists of norms for which universal jurisdiction exists. Kenneth Randall, for example, describes the reasonably high level of consensus regarding universal jurisdiction over piracy, slave trade, war crimes, hijacking, hostage taking, crimes against internationally protected persons, apartheid, torture, and genocide, as well as the continuing debate over prolonged arbitrary detention and disappearance. 6 7 The Restatement (Third) of Foreign Relations Law recognizes universal jurisdiction over "piracy, slave trade, attacks on or hijacking of aircraft, genocide, war crimes, and perhaps certain acts of terrorism,"' 168 but notes that this is an expanding category., 69 The high level of consensus regarding these particular acts thus suggests that criminalization of them would not be internationally controversial.
Codifying these well-developed customary norms seems necessary for basic justice and fairness; excluding norms not explicitly recognized by treaty would devalue customary international law and treat equally well-established violations dissimilarly. It also would ignore the civil jurisprudence under the ATCA that recognizes a customary international law basis for universal jurisdiction over a much wider range of offenses than the criminal statutory regime currently encompasses. 7 ' Given that U.S. courts have recognized that both genocide and torture provide a basis for universal jurisdiction in the civil context, it is unjust that torturers currently can be criminally prosecuted, while those who perpetrate genocide cannot.
This injustice is particularly profound given the limitations of international and civil mechanisms. Unless the violations happened to have been committed within the context of the former Yugoslavia or Rwanda and the perpetrator is This section ... recognize[s] that international law permits any state to apply its laws to punish certain offenses although the state has no links of territory with the offense, or of nationality with the offender (or even the victim). Universal jurisdiction over the specified offenses is a result of universal condemnation of those activities and general interest in cooperaing to suppress them, as reflected in widely-accepted intemattonal agreements and resolutions of international organizations. These offenses are subject to universal jurisdiction as a matter of customary law. Universal jurisdiction for additional offenses is provided by international agreements, but it remains to be determined whether universal jurisdiction over a particular offense has become customary law for states not party to such an agreement.
Id.
170. For a discussion of the extent of the civil regime, see supra Section ll.C in the custody of these tribunals, the violation will not be prosecuted internationally.' 71 While the civil law regime would allow a suit for money damages, enforcement will be difficult and the international community's interest in punishing the offender will not be realized. Thus, by limiting its statutory regime to a few explicit treaty provisions, the United States is not simply preventing prosecution in its courts, but is also severely diminishing the likelihood that these egregious offenders will ever be brought to justice. How should such a statute be constructed? Because of the need for fair warning, criminal law must be much more precise than civil law. 72 An appropriate statute, however, need not be terribly cumbersome. It simply should specify which human rights norms it covers, define them by customary international law, and indicate its reach beyond U.S. borders. The violations specified in treaties or well-defined in customary international law would be appropriate for inclusion; for each of them, international law provides a clear basis for universal and thus U.S. jurisdiction. As mentioned previously,' 73 the approach of defining norms through customary international law is wellestablished in U.S. jurisprudence. The statute that codifies violations not already criminalized thus might read:
Genocide, war crimes, crimes against humanity, slave trade and slavery, and apartheid as defined by customary international law shall henceforth be considered federal crimes within the United States if the act occurred in U.S. territory, if U.S. nationals were involved as victims or offenders, if important national interests were threatened, or if the offender is present in the United States. Offenders may be sentenced to a maximum of life imprisonment. 1464 (1990) . Given that U.S. law punishes heinous criminal acts with the death penalty, however, parallelism to other statutes might dictate its inclusion as a punishment for these violations or amendment of the other laws to exclude it.
(Vol. 107: 191 develop and additional offenses are added with time, the United States, to avoid sovereignty and legitimacy concerns, should aim to include only welldeveloped violations for which clear universal jurisdiction exists.
B. Prosecutorial Discretion: Comparative Forum Conveniens
Simply because a crime exists does not mean that criminal charges should be brought. Nonprosecutorial discretion is a well-established executive privilege. 175 In the context of severe human rights violations occurring abroad, numerous situations might arise in which prosecution would be illadvised. A national forum with more ties to the harm may be preparing to prosecute. An international tribunal like those established for the former Yugoslavia or Rwanda may be created specifically to address these crimes. The International Criminal Court may wish to initiate a prosecution. Custody of the perpetrator might seem unlikely, and a civil suit with a high probability of success might already be proceeding. The United States thus needs to develop a systematic approach to evaluating when it should attempt prosecution.
The civil law doctrine of forum non conveniens could be helpful in crafting such an approach for prosecutors. Courts use this mechanism when making a venue choice between a U.S. and a foreign forum. They weigh public and private interest factors after an initial determination of an adequate alternative forum. Reyno . 177 Piper describes public interest factors as including "local interest in having localized controversies decided at home," judicial familiarity with the governing law, and avoiding court congestion. 7 Gilbert discusses the private interest factors as involving location of proof, witnesses, site of harm, and "all other practical problems that make trial of a case easy, expeditious and inexpensive."' ' 79 This balancing test is not a perfect fit for criminal human rights prosecutions. It is not designed to handle an international tribunal with primacy or a domestic court with a pending civil action as the alternative forum. It does not address the difficulties of obtaining custody since the question does not arise in a civil context. The fundamental approach, however, of balancing public and private interests and of considering whether an adequate alternative forum exists, provides a starting point for a prosecutorial approach. 
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Building upon forum non conveniens analysis, a three-step process could help to systematize the decision of whether to prosecute. I term this process "comparative forum conveniens" because it focuses on comparing alternatives at the initiation stage rather than dismissing for inconvenience. First, the prosecuting authority should determine whether another government considering criminal or civil action exists. This initial assessment would establish potential barriers to the appropriateness of prosecution. If no other cases exist or are likely to be brought, the prosecutor simply can evaluate the criminal case as a singular entity. This step is not part of forum non conveniens analysis, which always involves some sort of alternative forum in the comparison; it should occur in the prosecutorial context, however, since parallel litigation is not a given.
Second, the prosecutor should assess the adequacy of the other forums taking action. This examination flows directly from the forum non conveniens approach. A real danger of injustice exists when prosecutorial discretion is used; victims may lack other viable vehicles of redress, and offenders may escape unpunished. The forum with strongest ties to the crime may, through inaction or inadequacy, be unlikely to provide for appropriate prosecution. In the civil context, forum non conveniens dismissal has usually resulted in a denial (or significantly diminished prospects) of plaintiff redress.' Although some of this impact in a civil context is due to differing substantive and procedural law that may be less applicable to criminal prosecution,' prosecutors should conduct their discretionary analysis with this concern in mind.
In particular, those conducting the appraisal should determine whether the forum to which they are deferring actually will expeditiously bring justice. Even after discretionary nonprosecution has occurred, prosecutors should track whether the other forum is proceeding and, if no progress occurs, should reconsider its comparative forum conveniens analysis. Such an approach will prevent the possibility that statutory expansion would become meaningless because of overcautious use of discretion.
This adequacy assessment is particularly important when the state in which the offense occurred prosecutes. States often have some level of responsibility for the human rights violations occurring within their borders. Governmental instability and complicity or a judiciary lacking in independence might make the prospects of obtaining a just prosecution slim. In such a case, the United States should consider asserting jurisdiction even if its connections to the 181. The Court has held that an unfavorable change in the substantive law does not preclude a forum non conveniens dismissal. See Piper, 454 U.S. at 247 ("The possibility of a change in substantive law should ordinarily not be given conclusive or even substantial weight in the forum non conveniens inquiry.").
violations are less strong. This type of reasoning flows well from the U.S. forum non conveniens jurisprudence in a civil context. If a balance of public and private factors weighs in favor of another forum, the U.S. court will dismiss on forum non conveniens grounds, but only if that other judicial system will provide an adequate alternative forum.' This approach prevents potentially unfair situations in which victims cannot obtain redress because they are forced to use court systems that provide no prospect of relief. In order for international human rights criminal norms to have meaning, some basis must exist for the prosecution of violators. Assuming jurisdiction when more connected forums are not adequate ensures this implementation of internationally codified values. 83 Third, the prosecutor should conduct a balancing test. In addition to the traditional forum non conveniens factors, prosecutors should consider the level of jurisdictional ties to the United States. Even if universal jurisdiction exists over a violation, the United States nevertheless may not be the most appropriate forum for the prosecution. When an international criminal law violation occurs within another country, involves nonnationals who are not located in the United States, and does not directly threaten U.S. interests, the case for taking jurisdiction may be less strong than that of another state. If all states granted jurisdiction for every international criminal law violation, the absurd result of hundreds of parallel prosecutions might occur. Universal jurisdiction thus is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for the appropriateness of prosecution.
Although this test is useful, the criminal context makes other considerations important as well. Unlike in a contract or tort dispute, crimes neatly involve offenders and victims. The forum non conveniens criteria are not directed toward criminal prosecutorial discretion and thus could use some supplementation. The four other traditional bases for jurisdiction could help establish the comparative connectedness of various possible forums to the crime. Territoriality is clearly the most traditional and well-accepted basis for jurisdiction." If an act occurs within the United States or if the offender is located within the United States, a strong forum tie exists. As discussed 183. While this adequacy requirement seems to promote justice, defining its contours is more difficult. In a forum non conveniens context, U.S. courts have used a low threshold for adequacy, clarifying that favorableness and adequacy are distinct concepts. See, e.g., Union Carbide. 809 F2d at 198 (discussing the district court's analysis of the procedural safeguards of the Indian legal system). Given the peculiar sovereignty concerns of international criminal adjudication, the United States should provide clear standards for how it evaluates other judiciaries. Although a full discussion of this requirement is beyond the scope of this Note, I suggest judicial independence and substantive and procedural adequacy as the relevant categories to consider in such an analysis. before, 8 5 U.S. courts have pushed this principle of connectedness to its limits, allowing one's presence within the country to be a sufficient basis for the territorial connection. Such an approach seems to corrupt the concept of territoriality and provide a basis for the absurdity that any country could develop a legitimate territorial link simply by abducting its target. Regardless of how one views this American extension, however, territoriality more generally provides the strongest way to show a forum's additional connection beyond the universality of the crime.
Nationality of offender provides the next strongest secondary jurisdictional base. Countries have an interest in regulating the behavior of their nationals. When such a person violates foundational international norms, his or her home country suffers some level of international embarrassment and injury to the social fabric.' 8 6 The protective and passive personality principles provide a somewhat more controversial supplementary basis for making a universal jurisdiction grant situationally appropriate. Although an injury to the United States through harm to nationals or threats and manipulation provides it with a stake in the prosecution, its capacity to regulate the offender in question is weaker than that of a country with a territoriality or nationality connection. 8 7 Beyond this assessment of ties, the analysis should consider the needs of the victims. The decision to prosecute could very well undermine the remuneration efforts of those who have personally suffered. The prosecutors should thus assess the comparative merits of civil and criminal suits and the potential impact of a civil stay, considering questions such as the following: Do the victims or concerned nongovernmental organizations plan to bring a civil suit? What is their likelihood of success and recovery? What impact would such a decision have on the development of jurisprudence and thus future victims' potential for redress? How high is the probability of collecting enough evidence for indictment? How lengthy will that collection process likely be? What are the possibilities for bringing the offender within U.S. custody? The answers to these questions will help prosecutors balance the benefits of the criminal trial against the possible harm to victims' civil efforts.
Finally, foreign policy and political feasibility considerations should (and always will) enter into the prosecutorial assessment. The prosecutor may decide that overriding policy and national security concerns supersede his or her desire to bring a violator to justice. Such determinations fall squarely within the executive branch's authority and are thus appropriate for a [Vol. 107: 191 prosecutor to make.' 88 If the executive branch decides not to bring a criminal action, it should endeavor to avoid unnecessarily interfering with other efforts to bring a person to justice, both civilly or criminally. In addition, while these concerns provide legitimate grounds for nonprosecution, they should not be used as an excuse for the United States to avoid international responsibilities.
The application of the comparative forum conveniens approach to the scenario with which this Note began exemplifies how it might work in practice. The prosecutor first would consider whether another potential litigative forum exists. In this case, the only other action is the U.S. civil one about to be initiated. The next step would be an adequacy analysis of criminal alternatives to U.S. prosecution. Since the Chinese government was complicit in the torture and no other forums have expressed an interest in prosecution, the U.S. prosecutor likely would conclude that no adequate alternative forum for criminal prosecution exists. Finally, the prosecutor would apply the relevant portions of the comparative forum conveniens case, considering the civil suit and the political considerations. He or she would weigh the potential success of a civil suit against the difficulties of indictment in time to bring the former Chinese prison head into custody during his visit. In addition, the prosecutor would consult throughout the executive branch (in particular, with the State Department and White House) to evaluate whether the prosecution is politically possible given the treaty negotiation and other U.S. relations with China. While the ultimate decision of whether to initiate prosecution would rest on the casespecific determinations made in these three steps, the process provides a systematic mechanism for evaluation.
By assessing the prosecution within international and domestic realities, the comparative conveniens analysis would help avoid the potential pitfalls of more extensive jurisdiction. It would ensure that U.S. incursions upon state sovereignty are appropriate and legitimate in the context of other international efforts. This approach also would include civil remedies within the prosecutorial calculus, providing more protection for victims, who have the greatest personal stake in addressing the violations. Finally, a systematic approach would increase the efficiency of the prosecutorial decision and thus minimize unnecessary bureaucracy and delays. jurisprudence, the United States only recently has acquired statutory bases to begin imposing criminal sanctions upon offenders. While its prosecution of terrorism cases over the last ten years indicates a willingness to implement these laws, U.S. methods of seizing offenders, though allowed by the courts, are inappropriate. Indeed, there is a deep irony in using means that arguably violate human rights to achieve the end of prosecuting those who have committed violations.
As the United States develops its statutory regime, it should avoid its current inconsistent implementation of universal jurisdiction based simply on treaty ratification. Instead, it should establish a regime that actually reflects a recognition of the state of international law, just as U.S. courts do in the ATCA context. Withholding jurisdiction should depend on the inappropriateness of a particular action rather than on spotty codification.
The United States is merely at the first stages of developing a criminal human rights jurisprudence. Political realities and instructive muddling will likely characterize the developments over the next few years. This Note's recommendations provide a starting point for systematization as the United States begins to develop a comprehensive domestic regime for human rights redress. Through a balanced and realistic approach, the United States can play a proper role in ensuring that egregious human rights violators are treated as the "enem[ies] of all mankind"' 9 that the international community recognizes them to be.
189. Filartiga v. Pena-Irala, 630 F.2d 876, 890 (2d Cir. 1980). The above use of the term seems particularly appropriate in light of Filartiga, which expanded the use of this term from piracy to torture in an inspirational passage:
Among the rights universally proclaimed by all nations... is the right to be free of physical torture. Indeed, for the purposes of civil liability, the torturer has become-like the pirate and slave trader before hir-hostis humani generis, an enemy of all mankind. Our holding today ... is a small but important step in the fulfillment of the ageless dream to free all people from brutal violence. [Vol. 107: 191
